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PUTTING IT TOGETHER TRAINING, LLC™ (PITT) was established in 2008 by founder Derrick Moore. PITT has
developed self-sustaining Leadership programs that inform and challenge student-athletes with principles that work and solutions that last. Our key 
area of focus is leadership development. We have created 7 programs that feature what we all have come to know as the SEVEN NATURAL WONDERS 
OF THE WORLD! Using our research process, we have extracted key core Leadership principles from each of these great wonders and have used them 
to transform the concept of Leadership like never before. We have carefully and strategically worked to create partnerships between the business and 
educational communities by providing our clients with the most comprehensive leadership development program to help them succeed at every 
level.

At PITT, our vision serves as the framework for our road map and guides every aspect of our business by describing what we need to accomplish in 
order to continue achieving sustainable, quality growth. Our fully engaged, dynamic program is designed to provide all the tools that are necessary 
for student-athletes to be successful and have an experience like no other. 

Program creator and facilitator Derrick Moore, “We believe that student-athletes can and will lead once they recognize the need to lead. We were 
convinced that there is a real need for a comprehensive program that addresses the total leadership development of student-athletes. Hence, we 
developed it.” Moore continues, “We serve as developmental facilitators to student-athletes, athletic departments, and educational institutions, 
seeking to maximize long-term success and minimize failures in student-athletes who participate in our program.”

At PITT we established the 7 wonders to bridge the gap between student leadership and the lack thereof.  Our goal has been to sustain long-term 
relationships by satisfying the needs of our clients with the highest quality services. Today, margins of victory are excruciatingly narrow – wherein 
milliseconds matter – so more and more student-athletes, teams and organizations are looking for the right edge to position themselves within this 
competitive marketplace – and PUTTING IT TOGETHER TRAINING LLC.™ provides that edge. We are dedicated to revolutionizing the future of the 
Student-Athlete by providing leadership development programs to increase the efficiency of their world, providing solutions for sports intelligence.

Our foremost commitment is to the long-term success of our clients. To this end, PITT’s Leadership Development arm is structured to assume many 
important management and training responsibilities for its student-athletes that allow them to fully devote their time and energy to the pursuit of 
their educational career and athletic goals. Our philosophy has repositioned the industry standard by performing services that deliver solid results. 
Our program overview is enclosed as we together, weave athletics through the fabric of education by taking your student-athletes where they’ve 
never been before… To THE FRONT OF THE LINE!!

Sincerely,

Derrick Moore
President and CEO
PUTTING IT TOGETHER TRAINING, LLC.
Former NFL Player



The Wonders 
of Leadership

"Leadership manages distractions, 
inspire team building, validates 
character, positions the players, 
brings enthusiasm to the unit, and is 
purpose driven.”



https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ct6s9nX1giw

Vantage Point 
The Harbor of Rio de janeiro

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ct6s9nX1giw


Leaders position 
themselves from the 
most advantageous 
place of a situation!
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Vantage Point 
Big Picture

The Harbor of Rio de janeiro



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVsONlc3OUY

Shine
Aurora Borealis

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVsONlc3OUY
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Shine
Crisis Management
Aurora Borealis

The darker the night, 
the more leadership 

shines!



https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=maf6ZKFa6
X0

Flow Zone 
Victoria Falls

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=maf6ZKFa6X0
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Flow Zone
Focus Point

 Victoria Falls

Leaders operate in 
a zone and are 

distracted by nothing!



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezpqDi42pRM&app=desktop

Vast
Grand Canyon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezpqDi42pRM&app=desktop
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Vast
Reach Ability

Grand Canyon

Leaders 
understand their 
width and depth!



http://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2016/05/23/mount-everest-how-hard-to-climb-
sdg-orig.cnn/video/playlists/mt-everest/

Climb 
Mount Everest

http://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2016/05/23/mount-everest-how-hard-to-climb-sdg-orig.cnn/video/playlists/mt-everest/
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Climb
Trajectory Up

 Mount Everest
Leaders are 

always 
stepping it up!



Boiling Point 
Paricutin Volcano
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Boiling Point
Creating Energy

 Paricutin Volcano

Leaders strive to lift 
the temperature of 

the unit!



Life
Great Barrier Reef
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Life
Example Setter

Great Barrier Reef
Leaders are the 
influencers of 

the unit!



What's the 
8th 

wonder?
Leadership

*Wrap Up Module



PROGRAM DELIVERY

Our comprehensive leadership 
development program is best 
delivered in eight (8), one hour  
and fifteen minute modules to an 
audience of student-athletes (about 
60-150 persons).  

OUR VALUE TO YOU:

We give your student-athletes a comprehensive program 
to hold each of them accountable over
an extended period of time. You avoid the high costs of 
managing behavior and its related
expenses.

We proactively help you assess the specific needs of your 
student-athletes based on your defined organizational 
culture.  Prevention is key.

We monitor the program’s success based on feedback 
from all stakeholders including the
coaches, athletes, university administration, housing/dor-
mitory staff, professors, and even 
teammates.

The program provides reporting for coaches and 
university staff. Authorized parties will have access to 
the student-athletes (SA) feedback.  Our program creates 
a simplified method of SA and team accountability.

The full cost of the program can be tailored to fit any 
budget.  Contact our team today to review your needs 
and receive a custom quote for The Developmental 
Leadership Program. 

THE PROGRAM COSTS INCLUDE:
1. A program with one year of continuous leadership 
development based on evaluations.

2. The process will start with a pre-assessment to establish a 
baseline for each student-athlete.

3.  Team meetings will be held based on the coach’s speci-
fication to implement the core program objectives.

4. On dates chosen by the university, we shall deliver eight (8) 
total team meetings to implement core standards during the 
year. Each meeting lasting no longer than 1hour, 15 minutes. 
Our staff will coordinate for the appropriate timing for 
evaluations and assessments which shall be completed by our 
team of Developmental Coaches.

5.  A manual will be assigned to each student-athlete with brief 
assignments to be turned in to Developmental Coach 
representing follow up and further development. The 
assignment is expected to be turned in at the end of the week.

NUMBER OF
PARTICIPATINGS

PROJECTED 
COSTS :

10-19
20-49
50-74

75 or more

$699
$599
$499
$399
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*per student athlete

Plus expenses

*All 8 sessions can be given on the same 
day or different days.
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We hope that you enjoyed the brief overview of our 
exciting developmental leadership program. It is 

uniquely designed to transform behavior and 
character with student-athletes in an engaging 

manner. With our Lead Facilitator, Derrick Moore, each 
participant and the coach will be overwhelmed with 
real methods, tools, and resources to become great 

leaders on your campus.

WE WELCOME YOU TO TAKE THE NEXT STEPS TO 
UNDERSTANDING THE DETAIL BEHIND OUR SUCCESS.

Contact our Tevin Washington | Director of Operations
(770) 609-5640.

to learn more and conduct a Need Analysis for your program.




